The transformation of the equations of motion of a viscous fluid to orthogonal curvilinear coordinates has been discussed by G. B. JEFFERY, and that of the equations of motion in dynamical meteorology to orthogonal curvilinear coordinates by the present authoi, out the analogous equations for the vorticity do not appear to have attracted the same attention. The first section of this paper deals with the transformation of the vorticity equations to the orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. The second section is devoted to applications to cylindrical and spherical polar coordinates.
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Transformation of the Vorticity Equation
If V be the velocity, K the externally applied force, p the pressure, p the density, W the angular velocity of the earth's rotation, then the eqation of motion in vectorial form is dV +2[Wx V31 dt or
,1=K--pp. at Taking the operation CURL on both sides of the above equation , and using the relations rot(an= a (rotV),
-we get the vorticity equation as:
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If the externaly applied force K (K:, K2, K;) has a potential g) , then using the relation rot K= rot • gradp=0, the final equation. (6) becomes more simple . The corresponding equations in can at once be written down from symmetry .
Application to Cylindrical and Spherical Polar Coordinates
If we take Cartesian coordinates x, y, z, with the x-axis drawn to south , the y-axis drawn to east and the z-axis vertically upwards, the component vorticities along these three axes are given by . These expresseions have been discussed by the present author.
